


New SNL Logo?
HEADLINES ARE
SAYING LORNE
APPROVES :) It's
been a long time
coming, but Saturday
Night Live is finally
rebooting their visual
footprint on the
digital landscape and
beyond. In
preparation for their
5-GXXM year on the
air, the TV show
franchise is going
full-on experimental
with this beautiful bit
of graphic design,
rendered by the
prestigious Chork
Agency in NYC
(meat packing dist.).
Just in time! This is
only their second
re-design and first
since they tossed their
original logo in the



middle of Season #1
(it was just an owl
pooping out another
owl)...

Golf=DEATH (=
☠ )
THE FUCK?
Absolutely cursed
scene at the gym
today as someone
(s??) left TWO (2)
golf magazines out on
the elliptical
machines. Jesus
Christ! Kids could
have been using the
equipment and they
could have seen this
and then what then
what? Then what??
Next thing you know
golfers are gonna
wanna use the
WOMEN'S
RESTROOM. Hahah,
let's see about
THAT...



Holy✝shit
DID YOU SEE
WHAT HAPPENED
LAST NIGHT? There
was a murder of birds
and the suspect is a
murder of crows. The
murder of crows
committed murder.
I'm sorry I know this
is confusing but when
is the video game
violence gonna end?
...

I think🤔💬 I have
a solution😅
SUPPLYCHAIN
ISSUES: EVER
HEARD OF 'EM?
Struggling to see
what the heck the big
deal is. We all need
stingers and javelins.
We're all in high
school, trying to
balance our improv
YouTube sketch crew
and our commitment



to track and field...



I want another
person with
fingernails and I can
bite them to feel like
what biting
fingernails that are
not your own feels
likeMORE LIKE
"NUTSY"
GERMANY I won't
kow—tow to any
foreign contingency.
This is my
game-plan; I am the
political op-ed author
of your dreams and
you are a part of my
mind now. Together
we are more powerful
than anything…

I'm so sorry
FORGIVE ME? I
waited this long to
post about the minor
league baseball team
who wore the
uniforms with a giant
rendering of the



dinosaur creature /
"fake I.P. within real
I.P." from the kids TV
show, Ruggedrats.
Now baseball season
is over and I am on
life support after my
17th stroke this week.
That's too bad. That's
too bad. Oh baby,
that's too bad…

The 13 Deadliest
Gender Reveals:
Ranked by Kill
Count
IT'S LISTICLE
SEASON AND I AM
HORNY AS HELL
Spring hath sprung
and pretty much the
only thing on peoples'
minds these days is
what the heck is the
deadliest gender
reveal party ever.
More than 1.3 million
people die each year
in gender reveal party



accidents. We
dedicate this post in
their honor. RIP.
(OUR LAWYERS
HAVE ADVISED US
TO REMOVE THE
LIST AS MANY OF
THE FIGURES ARE
DISPUTED.) ...

RIP Angela
Landsbury
1925-2022
DID YOU KNOW?
Angela Lansbury's
nickname was
ANGELA
SPAMSBERRY
because that was her
favorite food: spam
mixed with berries.
FUN FACT #

Dog ear costumes
fun adult
WHAT'S IT TO YA!?
You can't cut a
bulldog exactly in
half. Any Tom, Dick



or Ingrid will tell you
that. But it isn't about
that or anime dog
ears. Or related
searches. How can
you be related to a
search? It's about
shaping your life.
And we'll have more
on this topic. You
wait and see…

𝐻𝑜𝓌 𝓉𝑜 𝒮𝒽𝒶𝓅𝑒 𝒶 𝐿𝒾𝒻𝑒
NOT HOW. BUT
WHY? I recently
engaged in some
behavior I was not
proud of. Hi, and
welcome to the first
true post of my Series
"How to Shape a
Life." It is also the
last. A lot of times
you might feel lost or
stupid using emojis.
There's a better way.
In this series, I'll
break it down for
you: You. Can. Do.



Better.📿🙏When
my cousin tried to get
me to join his rival
terrorist gang, I
scoffed. I scoffed so
hard my snow chains
flew off my SUV!
Why do we do this?
When we know
there's a better way.
Um, here's a start:
friendship? How
many friends do you
have? Can you count
them on a single
hand? How about
your toes? When you
shape your life, it
won't be about filling
that shape with
friends; it'll be about
keeping it from
overflowing. And you
won't have to lift a
finger...



Bernie Sanders: "I
would eat the Car
Fox"
MY EXCLUSIVE
INTERVIEW
CORALVILLE, IA –
It was a Saturday
night. I met the
Senator at the
Popeyes in Coralville,
just a few minutes
outside of Iowa City.
We were there for the
chicken sandwiches,
of course.

I ate 8 sandwiches!

Bernie of course had
just a single one. And
he only ate 99% of it.
"Pretty on brand," I
told him. He winked.

The conversation
quickly turned to
sustainability. Bernie
told me, "If I ran over



the Car Fax Car Fox I
would not leave it for
dead. I would scoop
up that roadkill and
make a meal out of it.
I would eat the Car
Fox. That's a
promise." I looked
into his eyes and
could see he was
telling the truth.

This, naturally,
brought up a bigger
issue: why were so
many Car Fax Car
Foxes getting hit by
cars. Bernie made a
'no duh' face and said,
almost sarcastically,
"the housing crisis."
He nibbled his
sandwich like a little
bird. "We're gonna fix
that too."

VH.COM: You call
yourself the Dean of



American Socialism.
Why is that such a
dirty word?

SBS: Dean Cain, no
doubt. Polarizing
figure. You can't use
that word and not
think of Superman on
what was it... the
UPN channel?

VH.COM: I believe it
was ABC, actually.

SBS: Really? ABC.
Are you sure.

(we both google
"dean cain
superman")

VH.COM: What I
can't get over is how
the collective can
have one
interpretation of a
thing. Like, there's no



gray area anymore.

SBS: Well you're
certainly correct
there. There's no red
or orange area either.
No green, blue,
indigo or violet
neither!

VH.COM: ROY G
BIV?

(Bernie winks)

SBS: A personal
friend.

VH.COM: Haha.
Let's backtrack a bit.
The Car Fox––

SBS: Listen. I do not
want to eat the Car
Fox. Are they
delicious creatures?
Probably. But they
talk and obviously



have a soul. It's not
an ideal situation. But
are we supposed to do
as Americans? Watch
their bodies rot on the
side of the road? Not
on my watch.

Sitting there with
Bernie, sharing a
meal, it was clear that
this was the man for
the job. Sure, we live
in a hell world where
anthropomorphic
cartoon animal brand
mascots have become
real somehow, and
those same mascots
are currently getting
hit by cars and dying
at an unbelievable
rate, but to simply
shrug our shoulders at
the problem.... Not
Bernie.

I entered that



Popeye's restaurant as
a lowly ole Bernie
Bro.

But I left that
Popeyes restaurant as
a Bernie MAN…

Your gonna wanna
click this
THE PROOF IS IN
THE PUDDIN' Don't
kill the damn
messenger who is me
I am the messenger.

This is something
better than content,
better than nothing,
and more important
than all
"COME ONE,
COME ALL" We
have the opportunity
to do something
massive, I feel it in
my bones! Exposure
can be an exploration.
New places: home.



We can travel
distances further than
the reaches of our
wildest imaginations.
We can do this
together if we travel
to the border of
Ninxkwatika &
Yassol Falls, MA at
exactly 6:06PM on
April 1st, 2029. Join
me,...

🎷🎺🐌🎀📯🚽🏀
🐋📤

IN THIS
ECONOMY?!
Having a super good
time at my new job:
which is figuring out
what emojis
corporations should
use in their
promotional emails.
It's good work if you
can get
it.🎷🎺🐌🎀📯🚽
🏀 🐋📤 seem to
do the trick; there are



no other emojis…

Hey, you.... Yes, you.
Please click this.
(Important)
LOOK AT THIS
GUY'S
SKINNY-ASS
ARMS (see what I
mean)...

Lunamolasses &
more
HOW THE SUPER
MONSTERS
MONSTER PETS
MERCH ECONOMY
RUINED MY LIFE: I
don't come about this
post easily. Nothing
about myself as a
person, down deep,
wants to take a big fat

https://shrimpkardashian.tumblr.com/post/714871824485318656
https://shrimpkardashian.tumblr.com/post/714871824485318656


poopoo on the
Netflix® brand. Hell
no, not after those
quarter earnings. In
this economy?! But
let's be frank. This
complete and utter
bullshit that is the
omittance of one
Molasses the Sloth
from this bedroom
collection for adults
is, frankly, disgusting.
I am sick. I love Luna
the Unicorn as much
as the next chap. That
little freak with her
Moonbow Magic... a
delight. I'm not
denying that. But, hey
folks... let's do what
we can do, trapped at
home as we all are.
Let's get it trending:
…



Brian Eno
Benjamin- the
connection

NAMED AFTER?
NAMED FOR? We
could search for the
answer for a damn
100 years... we might
never know. The
Christian Name
"Eno" is something u
dont see everyday but
it would be difficult
to go a minute in this
household without
hearing the lovely
notes and vibes of
One Mr. Brian Eno of
the English
Countryside

You would've had to
have been born
Yesterday to think
this dude wasn't
named after the great
musician Eno, but



let's look closer. (It’s
what we do here!)

𝔼ℕ𝕆𝕋𝕆𝔹𝕆ℕ𝔾 ? ya
gotta be kidding me
wouldn't have pegged
a great athlete
currently of the
prestigious AZ
Cardinals who had a
terrific career at the
Arizona State U to be
a weed head but the
proof (BONG) is in
the puddin'
'suppose… but listen,
even Great Content
Creators "make
mistakes" and i'm
sure as hellfire ok
with opening up to it
if I fall victim to that
great trap.......
#Humbled

According to the
website
Popular-BabyNames.



com Enotobond is not
actually a Weed
Nickname but a real
baby name, and
popular at that. It was
the #1 name of the
Year between the
years 1990 and 2018
(not bad)... Not sure
what's up with all this
merch tho so much
shitty merch

Show Your Face Kid
the Other Kid did
Show Your Face
…

🍟ʙʀᴀɴᴅ ʏɴᴇʀɢʏ🍟
ALL YOU NEED TO
KNOW I would
never lead you eStray,
Dear Friend &
Follower. If you are a
client o' mine, you are
a client for Life. By
viewing my posts you
make the Blogger's
Promise, you enter



into a lifelong pact of
respect, of love and
patronage. I'm
currently drinking a
sparkling water of
citrus + Green Tea––a
luxurious beverage.
The Brand is, get
this... "AHA" like the
dumb expression yup
you got it. But look
closer. What do you
see?

That's right. What
you thought was
some mom and
popper brand
infiltrating the local
TarZAï, is actually a
cold calculated move
by one of the Greats.

The Coca-Cola
Company
Search Results
Web Result with Site
Links🤯



it dont get better than
that in 2020... you
can stay awhile ;)...

CHOOSE UR
FIGHTER
?÷¿ Some people call
me "MR. Lit" but it's
not what you are
thinking. hint... read a
damn B.O.O.K. ???
WORD…

𝐿𝑒 𝓂𝑜𝓋𝒾𝑒 𝒻𝓇𝑒𝒶𝓀💥
SOME FOLKS
CALL ME THE
MOVIE FREAK Is
that an accurate
assessment? Who am
I to say this? I just
know that I love
them, and even if I'll
never get to "make
them" (still
dreaming? yes sir),
that talking about
them, writing about
them and just plain
thinking about them,



well, that's enough
for me…

Such is life...
AND NOW A
WORD ON "THE
ESSENTIALS" Have
you tried "monetizing
the life of young
athletes?" What a
way to make a living?
You remember those
animals on The
Flintstones, like how
all the animals on The
Flintstones were
slaves? I was thinking
a lot about that when
I was watching the
NFL draft this year,
not sure why.

Would rather be
killed INSTANTLY
than EVER click
upon this
A "FOOLS
ERRAND" IF
THERE EVER



WERE 1 …ᴅʀ ᴘʜɪʟ
and ᴅʀ ᴏᴢ are
Merchants of Evil,
this i know. They
peddle lies. They live
in ivory kingdoms.
And it was they who
slain thy Elephants
that built their
empire. They are
straight up Chaotic
Evil. they surely rip
the most heinous
flights in Coach on
the airlines and they
ride Coach out of the
sheer joy they
experience being
amongst such Human
Agony. They are
lower than blind
sloths. They literally
eat live insects on the
TV set before the
cameras roll "action!"
They brand each and
everyone of their
on-air "guests" with



logos they themselves
designed using MS
Word's Word Art. I
am powerless in their
presence. They
control me like they
control all of us. I
will click this. Tell
me sir about the
virus, tell me what to
do...

sɹǝʇsɐɯ ǝsɐǝld ɥɔʇıq
ɹnoʎ ǝɯ ǝʞɐɯ puɐ
ǝɯoɔ lıɥd ɹp zo ɹp
…

a "Personal pleae"
MORE OR LESS
I am here for this. I
could be writing
books with this
energy but instead i
am here: putting in
the work, putting
together a Queue that
will eventually reach
around the moon and
return, i am Mr.



Content. Some call
me CONJA or milk
blade, he The God of
the Single Digit
Follower Twitter
feed. But I'm Mr.
Content at the <3 of
the Matter. I once
google image
searched for so many
low-res photos of
goats that i literally
puked. this is More
than a Job,, for me.
This is not a
"Personal Plea" nor is
at a fit of the
braggadocio. I am not
prone to such
maneuvers. I am all
about "Statements of
Fact".. Another 1 in
the can, a long line, i
see it crowning out in
the atmosphere now,
tickling clouds in a
suspicous manner, the
days are adding up....



The Giant Ground
Sloth was a straight
up pimp!
NOT EVEN JOKING
LOOK AT THIS
PIMPS BONES
WOULD YA? what a
pimp. the Ultimate
Pimp of Early
Pliocene[1] all the
way to the Early
Holocene, some have
said. heres a picture
of what this dude or
dudette might have
looked like taking a
dip in a damn pond:
cute right? source I
dont have much more
else to add about this
post just wanted to
share the love as it
pertains to the giant
ground sloth, my
homedog the GGS - 1
love…



🍟NEW GODS🍟

BEHOLD!!! Ok here
me out... occasionally
i am visited by spirits
in the night and they
are mostly good.
They tell me things,
things about the
future, what layeth on
the Horizon. etc. But
occasionally im
broughten news of a
foreboding Nature,
and it crushes my
soul to report it
This is one of those
instances. The spirit
cried..

u will be
brought to
your knees at a
future date my
son... wheneth
the Geico
Lizard and the
Chantix (cold)
turkey have



mated and
become 1 thru
"brand
synergy" to
hawk a new
Product. The
GEICO
CHRIST
CRISTALS
(chantix
flavored). oH
the horror of
this moment in
time. there is
no future after
this as all
humanity will
be hooked so
on the cystals
that "Life as
we know it"
will cease to
exist... Lifeless
souls roaming
a Baron earth,
seeking the
munch of them
rocks,needing



wanting
nothing
else........
imsosorry

…

Say hi ?
DELETE THIS
POST FROM YOUR
EYES
IMMEDIATELY
I have nothing more
to say on the matter…

(🎥) Movie-Quality
Shows!!!
NOW THERE'S A
WINNING IDEA im
1/2 way into Month
#1 of my Freebi
Subscrip to that new
Hot new Shining Star
of the Streaming
Wars in the sky..yah
yah im talking QUiBi
FOLX.... and life is
good📺 fuck that
shit its in the
movies™ how did



my life become this
hell and what will it
take to release me,
free me of this pain¿
…

Elsa does indeed die
in Forzen 2-- proof is
in the puddin folks
(ur gonna wanna
read this post).jpg
SAD TO HAVE TO
REPORT THIS,
BUT... There is a line
in the first banger of
Frozen 2 (some
things never change)
wherein Kristoff says
to his Horse Sven
"Some things never
change Sven, the
pressure is all on
you..." which has
distressed me for
some time." He is
talking to an animal
and occasiaonally AS
this animal. it is a
highly confusing plot



development. ... but
let me say no more on
this topic - I have said
to mucha s it is…

Hate kissing *d*m
dr*v*r
THINKING ONCE
AGAIN ABOUT
HOW THE
FOUNDING
FATHERS
PROBABLY HAD
DIARRHEA tw bad
nutrition / lack of
tp.... How since toilet
paper hadn't been
invented yet they
were shitting in
outhouses and such
wiping up with the
same hands that
wrote the dang
Constitution and
maybe some beyone
filthy rags if they
were lucky. These
fuckers thought they
were b/c they owned



slaves and didn't have
cancel culture were
probably smelling
like shit
CONSTANTLY.
Anyway, happy
Friday y'all. I'm
bringing this blog
back into fashion
starting officially on
Monday ( ͡• ͜ʖ ͡•)...

On "The 3 Genders"
BROADCASTING
LOUD AND
PROUD:LOCAL
LEGENDSTYLE
Everyone keeps
talking about
genderfluid squirrels
and it's making me
a'sick! I don't even
have any time no'mo
to make'a the pizza
pie! #LifeHack use
oreos instead of
peppero-oni's!...



BTS if they were in
The Proud Boys?
FUCKING SO
PISSED RN They
don't look like proud
boys at all, do they?
They just look like
fucked-up BTS. What
the fuck is even
happening here? Why
did I pay $70 for this?
(See below) You can't
even be proud to be a
boy anymore and it's
driving me nuts. It's
driving me up a wall,
frankly…

The cops are the
ones setting off
fireworks
OR AT LEAST
THEY WERE When
you get off your ass
you'll realize there are
actually good social
media handles still
out there. You gotta
look, though…



THE END
I LOVE U and simon
hamilton leigh hate u

ø ø
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